Based on the theory of a bipolar fuzzy set, the notion of a bipolar fuzzy subring/ideal of a Near ring is introduced and related properties are investigated. Characterizations of a bipolar fuzzy subnear ring and a bipolar fuzzy ideal in near ring are established. Relations between a bipolar fuzzy ideal and a level cut are discussed. Using bipolar fuzzy ideals, we discuss characterizations of Noetherian Near ring.
Introduction
Zadeh [14] introduced the concept of fuzzy set as a new mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainties. There are several kinds of fuzzy set extensions in the fuzzy set theory, for example, intuitionistic fuzzy sets, interval-valued fuzzy sets, rough fuzzy set, soft fuzzy set, vague sets, etc [5, 11, 12] . Bipolar-valued fuzzy set is another extension of fuzzy set whose membership degree range is extended from the interval [0, 1] to the interval [−1, 1]. The idea of bipolar valued fuzzy set was introduced by K.M.Lee [9, 10] , as a generalization of the notion of fuzzy set. Since then, the theory of bipolar valued fuzzy sets has become a vigorous area of research in different disciplines such as algebraic structure, medical science, graph theory, decision making, machine theory and so on [3, 4, 6, 7, 8] . S. Abou-Zaid [2] introduced the notion of a fuzzy subnear-ring, and studied fuzzy left (resp. right) ideals of a near-ring, and gave some properties of fuzzy prime ideals of a near-ring. In this paper, we introduce the notion of bipolar fuzzy subring/ideal of a Near ring and investigate its properties.
Preliminaries
By a near-ring [13] we mean a non-empty set R with two binary operations + and · satisfying the following axioms:
(1) (R, +) is a group(not necessarily abelian), (2) (R, ·) is a semigroup, (3) x · (y + z) = x · y + x · z for all x, y, z ∈ R.
Precisely speaking, it is a left near-ring because it satisfies the left distributive law. We will use the word near-ring in stead of left near-ring. We denote xy instead of x · y. Note that x0 = 0 and x(−y) = −xy but in general 0x = 0 for some x ∈ R.
An ideal I of a near-ring R is a subset of R such that
(1) (I, +) is a normal subgroup of (R; +),
(r + i)s − rs ∈ I for any i ∈ I and any r, s ∈ R.
Note that I is a left ideal of R if I satisfies (1) and (2), and I is a right ideal of R if I satisfies (1) and (3) . Let X be the universe of discourse. A bipolar-valued fuzzy set Φ in X is an object having the form 
For a bipolar fuzzy set Φ = (X; µ 
Bipolar fuzzy subring and bipolar fuzzy ideals
In what follows, let R denote a Near-ring unless otherwise specified. 
Note that A is a left biploar fuzzy ideal of R if A satisfies (BF1),(BF2),(BF3) and (BF4), and A is a right biploar fuzzy ideal of R if I satisfies (BF1),(BF2),(BF3) and (BF5).
This completes the proof.
In the following Theorem, we give an example of bipolar fuzzy ideal of R Theorem 3.4. Let I be an ideal of near ring R. Suppose the Φ = (X; µ
Let x, y ∈ R. We discuss the following two cases: If
. Let x, y ∈ R. We discuss the following two cases: If y ∈ I Then xy ∈ I. Thus µ
We discuss the following two cases: If z ∈ I Then (x+z)y −xy ∈ I. Thus µ
is a bipolar fuzzy ideal of R. 
Journal
Proof. Assume that Φ = (R; µ 
we have
, This is a contradiction, and so µ
If there exists x , y ∈ R such that
and µ
then by taking
If there exists x , y , z ∈ R such that
(10)
We then Φ 
We recalled that Near ring is Noetherian if it satisfied the ascending chain condition for ideal. Equivalently, every ideal is finitely generated. Equivalently, any nonempty collection of ideals has a maximal element.
Lemma 3.7. If there is an ascending chain of ideals of R as following has not the least element. Then there exists a strictly decreasing sequence {t n } which has no the least element and a sequence {x n } in R such that µ
· · · is a strictly ascending chain of dieals of R, contradicting the assumption that R is Noetherian. Therefore every subset of Im(µ 
is an bipolar fuzzy ideal of R. Let x, y ∈ R. If x, y ∈ ∞ k=1 G k . In this case, we assume that x ∈ G l \ G l−1 and y ∈ G m \ G m−1 for l = 0, 1, 2, · · · ; m = 1, 2, · · · . Without loss of generality, we may assume that l ≤ m. Then obviously x ∈ G m , and so x − y, xy ∈ G m because G m is a bipolar ideal of R. It follows that µ (BF1) and (BF2) . Let x, y ∈ R. We discuss the following two cases: If
But, in either case, we know that µ
. Let x, y ∈ R. We discuss the following two cases: 
) has no the greatest elements. This is contradiction for either case. Therefore R is Noetherian.
Conclusion
In this paper we studied the algebraic properties of bipolar fuzzy set in Near ring structures. This work focused on bipolar fuzzy subring/ideal of a Near ring. Finally, we considered the structure of Noetherian Near ring by using these bipolar fuzzy ideals. In our future study, we will consider the bipolar fuzzy prime(semiprime) ideals and quotient of Near ring by using these bipolar fuzzy ideals will be pre-
